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FLOWABLE HOLDING ag

MIMACOM
+230 EMPLOYEES

Luware
~80 EMPLOYEES

Flowable
+65 EMPLOYEES

digital
~5 EMPLOYEES
mimacom at a glance

mimacom develops agile and on target highly qualitative individual software solutions for complex digitalization projects.

WHO WE ARE

NUMBERS AND FACTS

GLOBAL AND NEAR YOU
14 Locations worldwide
North-America, Europe & Asia
Headquarters in Bern (CH)

EXPERIENCED AND INNOVATIVE
20 Years of most innovative methods and Open-Source technologies

EMERGING AND PIONEERING
26% Annually since 2013

CROSS-INDUSTRY AND FOCUSED
255 Corporations, SMBs and Authorities as customers

COMPETENT AND ADAPTABLE
220 Consultants, Software Architects, Developers and Specialists

ACTIVE AND DYNAMIC
81% Are Working in Customer Projects
Locations

Our experts support local or multi-national projects.
mimacom in Spain

Our experts are available across four locations near you in Spain, to support your local or multi-national projects.
References

CROSS-INDUSTRY AND FOCUSED

SELECTION

Baxter  Basler  BOSCH  CWS  boco  DekaBank  Deba
SIX  MERCK  HAUFE  LOXWARE  avaloq  Die Mobiliar  helvetia
ERGO  SBB CFF FFS  CREDIT SUISSE  straumann  Telefonica  UniCredit  Sanitas
Lufthansa Systems  Liberty Seguros  atupli  ASML  ascom  ÖSTERREICH  DLR
KERN PHARMA  DIE POST  SPHAI  SRG SSR  orange  NEMETSCHENK
OPEN SOURCE

Technologies

DATA ENGINEERING AND IoT

CLOUD SYSTEMS

APPLICATIONS

DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT
3 months program for graduates. Conditions:
• Recently graduate with 0-1 year of experience
• Curricular practices

Conversion rate
From 2016-2019, ~90% of our interns continued with a permanent job after the mimacom academy program.

*In 2020, due to the COVID ~50% continued. We’re still exploring possibilities on how we can bring in more mimacom academy interns.

Goals
Creation of a log analysis system based on new and trend technologies.
Being involved in a real agile environment.

Teaching
We teach different technologies. We help in deciding your areas of expertise and professional career.

Technical missions
2-week sprints along with Scrum Masters and mentorship.
Guidance from Senior Software Engineers.
Regular feedback and solid technical follow up.

Next mimacom academy program: March 2021
INTERNAL GROWTH

Specific levels: Low – Medium - High

Junior 14%
Professional 35%
Senior 45%
Expert 6%

PROFESSIONAL CAREER
Core Values

Open Source
Innovative stack
High performance squad

WE ARE AGILE
WE HAVE A HUNGRY MIND
WE RUN THE EXTRA MILE
WE OFFER FREEDOM WITH RESPONSIBILITY
WE COUNT ON PEOPLE, NOT TITLES
Employee benefits

- Flexible time
- Home office
- Choose your device
- Coffee & tea
- Fruits
- Ticket restaurant
- Transport ticket
- Private medical insurance
- Kindergarten ticket
- English | Spanish lessons
Training, events & Education

- E-Development
- 1 to 1
- Conferences
- Certifications
- Lunch & Learn
- Sticky Fingers
- Team buildings
Services Catalog
Consultancy & Innovation

We walk together with our customers for the continuous improvement

Innovation
We identify new paradigms, understand them and identify best use cases to use it

Strategic Definition
Help to create a strategic design to implement new solutions and evolve architectures and systems

Teaching
We teach companies teams in hype technologies

Business accelerator
Focus on business needs to accelerate it through Applied Innovation

Technical missions
Analyse, deploy and optimize challenging technical solutions in production environments
Webinar con caso de uso:
https://www.confluent.io/online-talks/agiliza-la-contratacion-con-tus-clientes-gracias-a-confluent-y-flowable/
¡¡¡ Muchas gracias !!!

https://www.mimacom.com/es/trabajos-espana/